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Outline

• What is CBMIS and related toolkit? 

• What is the aim of using it?

• How has it been used? 

• Some outcomes

• Some thoughts on today’s topic 



What is CBMIS? 

• Initiatives managed and controlled by indigenous 
peoples and local communities to monitor their 
community’s well-being and the state of their 
territories and natural resources

– e.g. includes monitoring the health of biodiversity, 
resilience of traditional knowledge,  climate change 
impacts, effects of unsustainable/illegal activities and 
the implementation of international agreements such 
as the CBD at the national or local level



What is CBMIS? 
• Complementarity of traditional 

knowledge and innovative tools 
and approach, involving elders 
and youth

• It is not a totally new approach 
but a new element is the fact 
that many IPLCs nowadays 
often use and adapt new 
technologies, and their work is 
becoming more visible because 
of the use of the internet and 
social media 



What is the CBMIS toolkit? 

• CBMIS is very diverse and can 
range from technically simple 
and basic to very 
technologically advanced 
approaches.

• Methodologies and processes 
include community mapping, 
resource inventories, 
eco/agri-calendars and 
biodiversity registers. 
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What is the CBMIS toolkit? 

• The tools being used include 
questionnaires and forms (hardcopies), 
cameras, GPS, participatory video, 
smartphones and tablets, community 
radio, measurement kits (e.g. for water and 
soil samples) and testimonies. 

• Many communities work with selected 
software to link their data to maps and 
computer databases (e.g. EpiCollect, 
Sapelli, ODK, GIS Cloud, OpenStreetMap). 



What is the aim of using it?

• (Self) Empowerment of communities to carry out 
own monitoring and manage data and information 
about key issues identified by them

• Track regularly and consistently what happens in a 
certain locality/territory

• Present data, maps, reports to national agencies 
for action and advocacy (including rights 
recognition)

• Contribute to (sub)national and global 
assessments

• Contribute to monitoring implementation of 
international commitments



Wapichan People



Documenting customary use and law 



Resource Use documentation













Wapichan conserved forest



Piloting UAVs



Monitoring mining 
and logging



Online Website

Data and info system (pilot 2015-2017)

ODK
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Tool 

Internet
Data
Store

• Can collect 
information 
about the land

• Can take photos
• Can accurately 

describe and 
record exactly 
where the 
information was 
collected 

• Can store all 
the information 
collected on the 
phones

• Can download from the 
internet data store

• Can choose what is private 
for internal village planning 
and what should be made 
public.

• Can prepare and print maps 
and reports to explain 
issues to villagers and 
government 

• Can update the website 
map

• Can show the public 
map data in a clear and 
interesting way

• Can show photos, 
stories, video etc.

• Can show public and 
media and link to them

Local Hub

http://wapichanao.communitylands.org/index.html

//localhost/Users/tomrowley/Documents/screencasts/Wapichana monitoring form ODK.mov
//localhost/Users/tomrowley/Documents/screencasts/Mapfilter screencast.mp4


Major advances were made by Wapichan villages 

in 2014-17 to develop and use their own 

community- driven forest and land-use 
monitoring system. 







Some outcomes 

• Local

– Local knowledge base and capacity for territorial 

resource management and community development has 

been strengthened

– Community maps are used to demonstrate customary 

sustainable use, protect areas from external 

unsustainable activities, secure land tenure and  

develop long-term management plans, including 

strengthening local economies

– Unsustainable activities stopped in a number of cases



Some outcomes

• National: still limited but positive cases emerging: 

– Guyana: negotiation with government on recognition of 

land/territorial tenure and influence on external threats. 

– Philippines: NBSAP updating process was based on 

collaboration and consultation with local organisations. 

– Thailand: during 2014-2015 significant progress has 

been made in the implementation of a Cabinet 

Resolution in support of Karen Way of Life and rotational 

farming was declared a national cultural heritage



Some outcomes

• International

– Strengthening of emerging global CBMIS network

– Recognition in COP12 Decisions, WG8(j) and 

SBSTTA documents about relevance to CBD TK-

CSU Indicators and 2011-2020 Strategic Plan for 

Biodiversity

– Support from academic studies (e.g. Danielson 

2014)

– Started to be reflected in GBO4

– Acknowledgement and discussion in IPBES

– Main input into Local Biodiversity Outlooks, 

launched at COP13 (2016)
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LBO website

Home page

LBO website

The home page features an introduction 

statement on the project. 

There are two clear markers that will 

navigate users to either more 

information on the project background or 

to the case studies section.

The homepage will also feature a map 

pin pointing the case studies, the pins 

when clicked show a pop up with more 

information and a link.

The homepage will also have a latest 

news section as well as a promotion to 

download the PDF version of the report.



Landscape approach, knowledge-policy 

interface, livelihoods and conservation

• Landscape approach useful if truly holistic; when in IPLCs’ lands it must 
be defined and governed by them, with support by others

• Diverse knowledge systems contribute to plurality of approaches and 
solutions and better place-relevant policy making

• CBMIS can generate useful data and information for informed 
decision-making  at local, national, regional and global level, e.g.: 
– For communities’ assessments and decision-making on sustainable local 

economies and community conservation
– Contribute to national monitoring, assessments, NBSAPs and national 

reports
– Contribute to monitoring implementation of 2011-2020 Strategic Plan and 

highlight contribution of IPLCs (LBO)
– Feed LBO key messages into the post-2020 global biodiversity agenda 
– Potential contribution in other global processes, e.g. IPBES, UNFCCC, 

SDGs, UN Data Revolution
– This will require support for CBMIS as complementary to national 

statistics and global monitoring systems and collaboration with relevant 
institutions (including IPSI and IPBES)



Thank you!


